Reserved for
the extraordinary
The new Audi R8 Coupé & Spyder
Performance is an attitude

Performance
is an attitude
The new Audi R8 V10 Performance is
a pure athlete whose character has been
built around the unbridled power of its
blaring, naturally aspirated engine.
The unmistakable sound points to Audi’s
famous racing heritage: a heritage you can’t
help but feel when its 449 kW catapult you
from 0 to 100 km/h in a mere 3.2 seconds.
The Audi R8 V10 Performance’s meticulous
engineering gives you precision steering
in any situation. The narrow, sporty gears
of its 7-speed S tronic transmission and
its optimised quattro drive provide a
flawless distribution of power, giving you
the advantage when it comes to traction,
dynamics and driving safety.

Unrivalled
control
The driver-focused
Audi virtual cockpit
From the moment you take a seat behind
the wheel of the new Audi R8 V10
Performance, you can’t help but be struck
by its strong racing pedigree.
Every element has been designed to give
you complete control, without having to
take your eyes off the road, or your hands
off the wheel. Its R8-specific sport seats,
covered in Fine Nappa Leather, can be easily
adjusted and will remember your preferred
settings. The black styling package lends
the R8 a sleek, aggressive feel – as though
it’s ready to pounce at your command.

Designed
to get noticed
Deep horizontal lines give the Audi R8
V10 Performance a wide, low-slung look
and a predatorial air.
Flat slits along the radiator grille and
powerfully accentuated wheel arches
capture its racing genes. The sport
exhaust system and black styling
details add the finishing touches to this
statement car.
The Audi R8 V10 Performance is a born
leader, perfectly suited to anyone who
likes to make an entrance – before
cruising off into the distance.

Model
highlights

Available as both a Coupé and Spyder

Black styling details

R8 sport seats

Sport exhausts

Sport suspension
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